
CS_270: Algorithms Lab classes - Week 6 Dr Oliver Kullmann

In the lab-classes this week we experiment withstacks and queues.

Update the environment: Update the repository via

git pull

or, if you didn’t create it before, create a (new) clone by

git clone git://github.com/OKullmann/CS-242-Algorithms.git

Change to the subdirectory for week 6:

cd ~/CS-242-Algorithms/201314/Week06/

Basic setup: We

1. You write programsStackApp_i andQueueApp_i for i = 1, 2, . . . (seeStackApp andQueueApp
for the trivial templates).

2. Compile withjavac.

3. Run withjava Stack N resp.java Queue N, whereN is the maximal size of the stack resp.
queue.

Comments on the programs

• StackApp_i utilises the classStack, andQueueApp_i utilises the classQueue.

• Stack provides:

1. ConstructorStack(N).

2. Operationspush(x), pop(), top(), empty().

3. Additional operationssize(), max_size(), equals() andtoString().

• Queue provides:

1. ConstructorQueue(N).

2. Operationspush(x), pop(), front(), empty().

3. Additional operationssize(), max_size(), equals() andtoString().

4. While toString() shows the “official” content of theQueue-object,show() also shows the
“hidden” content.

1 Understanding Stacks

StackApp_1 Push elements1, 2, 3, 4, 5 onto the stack, and then show and remove the top-element one after
another, until the stack is empty.

If you wish, you can write a more general program, which readsN from the command-line (using
Integer.parseInt(args[0]) to getN ), pushes elements1, . . . , N onto the stack, and then prints
out these elements as you pop them from the stack.



StackApp_2 Create and detect a stack-overflow (pushing too many elements).

StackApp_3 Create and detect a stack-underflow bypop.

StackApp_4 Create and observe a stack-underflow bytop.

StackApp_5 Create two stack-objects, which are equal (which you check) after different push- and pop-
operations.

2 Understanding Queues

QueueApp_1 Push elements1, 2, 3, 4, 5 onto the queue, and then show and remove the top-element one
after another, until the queue is empty.

If you wish, you can write a more general program, which readsN from the command-line (using
Integer.parseInt(args[0]) to getN ), pushes elements1, . . . , N onto the queue, and then prints
out these elements as you pop them from the queue.

QueueApp_2 Create and detect a queue-overflow (pushing too many elements).

QueueApp_3 Create and detect a queue-underflow bypop.

QueueApp_4 Create and observe a queue-underflow bytop.

QueueApp_5 Create two queue-objects, which are equal (which you check) after different push- and pop-
operations.

QueueApp_6 For a queue of max-sizeN = 7, create and monitor a situation where the current queue-
content wraps around.

QueueApp_7 Continue the previous application, and achieve through further queue-operations that the
wrap-around disappears.


